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Abstract
The human figure exhibits complex and rich dynamic
behavior that is both nonlinear and time-varying. However, most work on tracking and analysis of figure motion has employed either generic or highly specific handtailored dynamic models superficially coupled with hidden
Markov models (HMMs) of motion regimes. Recently,
an alternative class of learned dynamic models known as
switching linear dynamic systems (SLDSs) has been cast
in the framework of dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs)
and applied to analysis and tracking of the human figure. In this paper we further study the impact of learned
SLDS models on analysis and tracking of human motion
and contrast them to the more common HMM models. We
develop a novel approximate structured variational inference algorithm for SLDS, a globally convergent DBN inference scheme, and compare it with standard SLDS inference techniques. Experimental results on learning and
analysis of figure dynamics from video data indicate the
significant potential of the SLDS approach.

1 Introduction
The human figure exhibits complex and rich dynamic
behavior. Dynamics are essential to the analysis of human
motion (e.g. gesture recognition) as well as to the synthesis of realistic figure motion in computer graphics. In
visual tracking applications, dynamics can provide a powerful cue in the presence of occlusions and measurement
noise.
Although the use of kinematic models in figure tracking
is now commonplace, dynamic models have received relatively little attention. The kinematics of the figure specify
its degrees of freedom (e.g. joint angles and torso pose)
and define a state space. A dynamic model imposes additional structure on the state space by specifying which state
trajectories are possible (or probable) and by specifying the
speed at which a trajectory evolves.
One promising approach is to learn dynamic models
from a training corpus of observed state space trajectories. In cases where sufficient training data is available, the learning approach promises flexibility and generality. Many different modeling frameworks are possible. Previous work by a number of authors have applied
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to motion classification.
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In more recent work, switching linear dynamic system
(SLDS) models have been applied to human motion modeling [6, 13, 15]. In SLDS models, the Markov process
controls an underlying linear dynamic system, rather than
a fixed Gaussian measurement model.
By mapping discrete hidden states to piecewise linear
measurement models, the SLDS framework has potentially
greater descriptive power than an HMM. Offsetting this advantage is the fact that inference in SLDS is considerably
more complex than inference in HMM’s, which in turn
complicates SLDS learning.
In this paper we describe the results of an empirical
comparison between SLDS and HMM models on two common tasks: classification and one-step ahead prediction of
motion sequences. We derive three different approximate
inference schemes for SLDS: Viterbi [16], variational, and
GPB2 [2]. We compare the performance of these schemes
to that of conventional HMM models.
We demonstrate that even on fairly simple motion sequences, the SLDS model class consistently outperforms
standard HMMs on classification and continuous state estimation tasks. These preliminary results suggest that SLDS
models are a promising tool for figure motion analysis.
In addition to our experimental results, the derivations we
provide for the three SLDS inference schemes should be
useful to other researchers who are interested in these models. Moreover, our variational inference algorithm is novel.

2 Switching Linear Dynamic System Model
A switching linear dynamic system (SLDS) model describes the dynamics of a complex, nonlinear physical process by switching among a set of linear dynamic models
over time. The system can be described using the following set of state-space equations:
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for the switching model. The meaning of the variables is
as follows: 3547698 denotes the hidden state of the LDS,

and  is the state noise process. Similarly, :4;6=< is the
observed measurement and "9 is the measurement noise.
Parameters and  are the typical LDS parameters: the
state transition matrix and the observation matrix, respectively. We assumed that the LDS models a Gauss-Markov
process. Hence, the noise processes are independently distributed Gaussian:
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The switching model is assumed to be a discrete first order
Markov process. State variables of this model are writ
ten
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elements are Z
, and an
initial state distribution 2 & .
Coupling between the LDS and the switching process
stems from the dependency of the LDS parameters and
F on the switching process state  . Namely,

3 Inference in SLDS
The goal of inference in complex DBNs is to estimate
the posterior probability of the hidden states of the system (  and  ) given some known sequence of observations e f and the known model parameters. Specifically,
we
to find the sufficient statistics of the posterior
* gLneed
f:h!f9- e_fi . Given the form of * it is easy to show
that these are the first and the second orderW statistics:W mean
and covariance among hidden states 3O3 N%G%  .
If there were no switching dynamics, the inference
would be straightforward – we could infer g$f from e_f
using LDS inference (RTS smoothing [1]). However, the
presence of switching dynamics embedded in matrix 1
makes exact inference more complicated. To see that, assume that the initial distribution of 3& at JHD is Gaussian, at J the pdf of the physical system state 
becomes a mixture of S Gaussian pdfs since we need to
marginalize over S possible but unknown
plant models.

At time J we will have a mixture of S Gaussians, which
is clearly intractable for even moderate sequence lengths.
It is therefore necessary to explore approximate inference
techniques that will result in a tractable learning method.
An approximate Viterbi inference algorithm was presented in [16] and evaluated experimentally. We briefly review it in Section 3.1. We then describe two additional approximation techniques: variational inference (Section 3.2)
and generalized Pseudo Bayesian inference (Section 3.3).
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In other words, switching state  determines which of S
possible plant models is used at time J .
The complex state space representation is equivalently
depicted by the DBN dependency graph in Figure 1. The
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Figure 1: Bayesian network representation (dependency graph)

of the SLDS. b denote instances of the discrete valued action
states switching the physical system models with continuous valued states c and observations d .

dependency graph implies that the joint distribution
the variables of the SLDS can be written as
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Learning in complex DBNs can be formulated as the
problem of ML learning in general Bayesian networks.
Hence, a generalized EM algorithm [14]
be used to find
T can
G GFHIQ~ 1 O2&X .
optimal values of DBN parameters
The expectation (E) step of EM is the task of inference.
Inference, which is addressed in the next section, is the
most difficult step in SLDS learning. Given the sufficient
statistics from the inference phase, the parameter update
equations in the maximization (M) step are obtained by
minimizing the expected Hamiltonian o g f OhIe f I
of Equation 1 with respect to the LDS and MC parameters.
Derivations can be found in [16].

over

3.1 Approximate Viterbi Inference
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where e f %g f , and h f denote the sequences (of length m )
of observations
and hidden state variables. For instance,
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The task of Viterbi approximation approach is to find
the most likely sequence of switching states  for a given
observation sequence e_f . If the best sequence of switching
h9f 
states is denoted
can then approximate the desired
* g$f_h!f9- e_we
f as1
posterior

* g$f:Oh!fL- e_fL * g$f9- h!fLOe_f!h!f;h f  >
* h!fL- e_f

(2)

i.e. the switching sequence posterior
was approximated by its mode. It is well known how to apply

. From the Gauss-Markov assumption on the LDS and the Markov switching model assumption, we can expand Equation 1 into the parameterized joint
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obtain a setY of S best
andY variances at
Y filtered LDS states
Y
time J : ° ¨ s  ° ¨ s } ¢E£(¤?¿ µ and W ² ¨ s  ² ¨ s } ¢E£(¤s¿ µ .
Once all m observations e_f  have been fused to decode the “best” switching state sequence Y one
the index
 f W uses
W
 Y , and then
of the best final state, Z f  ÀG_¡¼y½
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traces back through
the state transition record »  % , set
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Given the “best” switching state sequence the sufficient
LDS statistics can be easily obtained using Rauch-TungStreiber (RTS) smoothing [1]. The Viterbi inference algorithm for complex DBNs can now be summarized as

Viterbi inference to discrete state hidden Markov models [17] and continuous state Gauss-Markov models [1].
Here we review an algorithm for approximate Viterbi inference in SLDSs presented in [16].
We would like to compute* the switching sequence h9f 
h!f9- e_fi . Define first the
such that h f  G_H.
following probability up to time J of the switching state
sequence being in state Z at time J given the measurement
sequence e  :
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If this quantity is known at time m the probability
of the
h=f  is simply * h9f  - e f :¦
mostY likely
switching
sequence
H  f W % Y . In fact, a recursive procedure can be used
 Y
to obtain the desired quantity. To see that express s in
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&)¨ % and ² &)¨ % ;
Initialize LDS
 Y state estimates °
Initialize & ;
for J_CPÆ m 
for Z ÇPÆ S
for [~C,Æ S
Predict and
Y ^ filter LDS
Y ^ state estimates
° ¨ s and ² ¨ s ;
 W Y ^
Find [ ®ÈZ “transition probability“ ¨  % ;
end
W Y
Find best transition »  % into state
 Y Z;
Update sequence probabilities Y s
Y
and LDS state estimates ° ¨ s and ² ¨ s ;
end
end
W
Find “best” final switching state Z f  ;
Backtrack to find “best” switching state sequence Z   ;
Find DBN’s sufficient statistics;

(4)

Y ^

where we denote ¨   as the “transition probability”
Ww« 
from state [ at time J)ª to state Z at time J . Also, S  
Z is
l
J
;

the “best” switching sequence up to time
when
SLDS
Ww« _`G¥H V ¢E£¬   W  Y
is in state Z at time J : S  
.
Z
Hence, the switching sequence posterior at time J can
be recursevly computed from
at time J_ . The
W % same
Y ^
 ¨ the

two scaling components in
are the likelihood associated with the transition ZL® [ from J to J¥ , and the
probability of discrete SLDS switching from [ to Z .
To find the likelihood term note that concurrently with
the recursion of Equation 4, for each pair of consecutive
switching state Z  [ at times JIJ ¯ one can obtainY the
following statistics using the Kalman filter [1]: ° ¨ s , the
“best” filtered LDS state estimate at J when the switch is
in state Z at time J and aW sequence
of J Y ^measurements, e¥ ,
Y ^
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and ° ¨ s , the one-step prehas been processed; °
dicted LDS state and the “best” filtered state estimates at
time J , respectively, given that the switch is in state Z at time
J and in state [ at time Ji± and only Ji measurements
are known. Similar definitions are used
Y for filtered
W Y ^ and predicted state variance estimates, ² ¨ s and ² ¨  % respectively. See [16] for details. The likelihood term can then
be easily
computed as the probability of innovation L
 ° ¨  W  Y ^ of [ ®AZ transition, >- ³ ¢k!´?µ ³ ¢£(¤Ok ^ V\¢¶ £¬ ^ @
u z
B¸· %¹  ° ¨  W % Y ^ % ² ¨  W  Y ^  0 ±QPº .
Obviously, for every current switching state Z there
are S possible previous switching states where the system could have originated from. To minimize the overall cost at every time step J and for every switching
W Y
state Z one
“best”
previous
state [ is selected: »  % 
©
^
^
W
^
W
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I_¡¼¾½ § ¨    % . The index of this state is kept
W Y
in the state transition record »  % . Consequently, we now

3.2 Approximate Variational Inference
A general structured variational inference technique for
Bayesian networks is described in [10]. The basic idea is to
construct a parameterized distribution F which is* in some
sense close to the desired conditional distribution , but is
easier to compute.
One can then employ F as an approxi*
mation of ,

* g$fLh!fL- e_fi:nFH g$f:Oh!fL- e_f>R

Namely, for a given set of observations e f , a distribution
FH g f h f - ÉpIe f  with an additional set of variational parameters É is defined such that Kullback–Leibler
* gLfLh!f$- e_diverfi is
gence between FÊg$f_Oh!f$- ÉwOe_fi and
minimized with respect to É :
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The dependency structure of F is chosen such that
it closely resembles the dependency structure of the
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Figure 2: Factorization of the original SLDS. Factorization
reduces the fully coupled model into a seemingly decoupled pair of a HMM ( F ³ ) and a LDS ( F x ).
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error = å ;
Initialize   ;
T
while (error K maxError)
Find F °   °   ° & from    using Equations
6;
W
Estimate   w    0  and     0  from  
using
Ó time-varying LDS inference;W
Find  from  Ow  ?3 0  and  3?  0 
using Equations 7;
Ó
Estimate   from  using HMM inference.
Update approximation error (KL divergence);
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mentals of Speech Recognition” by Rabiner and Juang,
Prentice Hall, 1993. Similarly, to obtain  3?=âáÊã - e_f!ä
we perform LDS inference in the decoupled time-varying
LDS via RTS smoothing. Since °   F °  in the decoupled
FÃÔ depends on    from the decoupled HMM
LDS
F V and Ó  depends on   w    0 w    W  0  from
the decoupled LDS, Equations 6 and 7 together with
the inference solutions in the decoupled models form a
set of fixed-point equations. Solution of this fixed-point
set yields a tractable approximation to the intractable
inference of the original fully coupled SLDS.
The variational inference algorithm for fully coupled
SLDSs can now be summarized as:

original distribution . However, unlike
the dependency structure of F is designed to allow computationally efficient inference. In our case we define F by decoupling the switching and LDS portions
of SLDS as shown in Figure 2. The two subgraphs
of the original
network are a Hidden Markov
Model
T)Ó
Ó W
V
(HMM) F
with variational parameters & RRR f  X
and a time-varying LDS FPÔ with variational parameters
T &  ° & RRR> ° f W   F ° & RRR F ° f W  X
°
. Thus the Hamiltonian of the the approximating dependency graph is simply the sum of the Hamiltonians for the two decoupled
subgraphs, thereby allowing for independent
inference:
FH g$f_h!f9- ÉpIe_f#ÕF Ô g$f$- ÉwOe_fiOF V h!f9- Él . This is
also reflected in the sufficient statistics of the posterior
defined by the approximating network, e.g.    0  
  0  .
The optimal values of the variational parameters É are
obtained by setting the derivative of the KL-divergence
w.r.t. É to zero. We can then arrive at the following optimal variational parameters:

W
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Ó
with output “probabilities”  , as described in “Funda-
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The interpretation of recursions for variational parameters F °  and °  in Equations 6 is not trivial. As an example,
variational inference in a simple three state SLDS was considered. The SLDS parameters were chosen to be:
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The SLDS was simulated over 140 time steps to produce a
sequence of switching states, continuous states and measurements. Variational inference was then used to infer
distributions of switching and continuous states from the
simulated measurements. Figure 3.3 depicts state estimates
and variational parameters for the second and last (8) iteration of variational inference.
Initial uncertain switching state distribution  NLaáÊã ä
leads to low variational state noise variance F ° (whose determinant is indicated by - FÃý\- in Figure 3.3) and low variational state transition matrix ( whose determinant is indicated by - ý - in Figure 3.3). Through further iterations
the variational inference algorithm converges to the true
switching state sequence.

3.3

GPB2 is closely related to the Viterbi approximation of
Section 3.1. It differs in that instead of picking the most
likely previous switching state [ at every time step J and
switching state Z , we collapse the M Gaussians (one for
each possible value of [ ) down into a single Gaussian.
Y ^
Consider
the filtered and predicted means ° ¨ s
and
^
W
Y
° ¨   , and their associated covariances, which were defined in Section 3.1. Assume, in addition, that for each
switching state Z and pairs of states Z  [\ the following distributions are defined at each time step:
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It is easy to show (see [13]) that a regular Kalman filtering
« be used to fuse the new measurement  and
update can
obtain S new SLDS states at J for each S states at time
J± , in a similar fashion to the one in Section 3.1.
Unlike the Viterbi approximation which picks one best
switching transition for each state Z at time J , GPB2 “averages” over S possible transitions from Ji± . Namely, it is
easy to see that

Approximate Generalized Pseudo Bayesian
Inference

The Generalized Psuedo Bayesian [2, 11] (GPB) approximation scheme is based on the general
 idea of “collapsing”, i.e. representing a mixture of
Gaussians with
þ
+
a mixture of þôÿ Gaussians, where × J (see [13] for a
detailed review). While there are several variations on this
idea, our focus« is the GPB2 algorithm, which maintains a
mixture of þ
Gaussians over time and can be reformulated to include smoothing as well as filtering2 .
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From there it follows immediately that
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tribution
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 Z G   â[p- e   and that each previous state
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This posterior is important because it allows one to “collapse” or “average” the S transitions into each state Z into
one average state, e.g.
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Analogous
expressions
can be obtained for the variances
Y
W
Y
² ¨ s and ² s  ¨ s .
Smoothing in GPB2 is unfortunately a more involved
process that includes several additional approximations.
Details of this can be found in [13]. We note at this
point that, effectively, an assumption is made that decouples the MC model from the LDS when smoothing the
MC
Smoothed MC states are obtained directly from
*,+  states.
 - e   estimates, namely *,+   Z -  wOe f $
*,+ = - ,wOe¥
. Additionally, it is assumed that
Y Z
° >¨ f3   ° ¨ f3  . Armed with the two assumptions a
set of smoothing equations for each transition Z l from
J!n to J can be obtained that obey an RTS smoother, followed by collapsing similar to the filtering step.
The GPB2 algorithm can now be summarized as the following pseudo code
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Figure 3: Iterations 2 and 8 of variational inference. The graphs
depict (top-down): continuous state estimates
c , switching
state estimates b , HMM variational parameter
, determinants of LDS variational parameters
and
, and the true
(dotted) and estimated measurements d .

 

  


2 Other similar pseudo Bayesian algorithms of [2], GBP1 and IMM,
do not have an obvious smoothing reformulation.
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Initialize LDS
estimates ° &N¨  and ² &N¨  ;
*,+  & state


Z ±N_M2_ Z  ;
Initialize
_
J
ô

PÆ


m
for
for Z C,Æ S
for [ªCPÆ S
Predict and
Y ^ filterY ^ LDS state estimates
° ¨ s , ² ¨ s ;
Find*,switching
W
+   - e state
*,+ distributions
Z Y ^   , Y ^   ±[wY -   Y Z Oe   ;
Collapse ° ¨ s , ² ¨ s to ° ¨ s , ² ¨ s ;
end
Y
Y
Collapse ° ¨ s and ² ¨ s to ° ¨  and ² ¨  ;
end
end
Do GPB2 smoothing; Find sufficient statistics;

We applied an HMM and three SLDS frameworks
which differed in the approximate inference technique
(Viterbi, GPB2, and variational) to the analysis of two categories of fronto-parallel motion: walking and jogging.
Fronto-parallel motions exhibit interesting dynamics and
are free from the difficulties of 3-D reconstruction. Experiments can be conducted easily using a single video source,
while self-occlusions and cluttered backgrounds make the
tracking problem non-trivial.
We learned HMM and SLDS models from our data set,
and evaluated their classification performance. Classification is an important task in its own right, and it is particularly useful in comparing SLDS and HMM models. The
LDS component of the SLDS model provides more flexibility in fitting the underlying measurements, in comparison to HMMs. Classification accuracy is one way to measure the value of this additional modeling power.
We adopted the 2-D Scaled Prismatic Model proposed
by Morris and Rehg [12] to describe the kinematics of the
figure and define the state space for learning. The kinematic model lies in the image plane, with each link having
one degree of freedom (DOF) in rotation and another DOF
in length. A chain of SPM transforms can model the image displacement and foreshortening effects produced by
3-D rigid links. The appearance of each link in the image is described by a template of pixels which is manually
initialized and deformed by the link’s DOF’s.
In our experiments we have analyzed the motion of the
legs, torso, and head, and ignoring the arms. Our kinematic model had eight DOF’s, corresponding to rotations
at the knees, hip, and neck. Our dataset consists of 18 sequences of six individuals jogging (two examples of three
people) and walking at a moderate pace (two examples of
six people.) Each sequence was approximately 50 frames
duration. We created the SPM measurements in each frame
by hand, so as to guarantee fidelity to the observed motion.

The inference process of GPB2 is clearly more involved
than those of the Viterbi or the variational approximation.
Unlike Viterbi, GPB2 provides soft estimates of switching
states at each time J . Like Viterbi GPB2 is a local approximation scheme and as such does not guarantee global optimality inherent in the variational approximation. However,
some recent work (see [4]) on this type of local approximation in general DBNs has emerged that provides conditions
for it to be globally optimal.

4 Previous Work
SLDS models and their equivalents have been studied in
statistics, time-series modeling, and target tracking since
early 1970’s. See [16, 13] for a review. Ghahramani [7]
introduced a DBN-framework for learning and approximate inference in one class of SLDS models. His underlying model differs from ours in assuming the presence of
S independent, white noise-driven LDSs whose measurements are selected by the Markov switching process. An
alternative input-switching LDS model was proposed by
Pavlovic et al. [15] and utilized for mouse motion classification. A switching model framework for particle filters
is described in [9] and applied to dynamics learning in [3].
Manifold learning [8] is another approach to constraining
the set of allowable trajectories within a high dimensional
state space. An HMM-based approach is described in [5].

5.1 Learning
The first task we addressed was learning an SLDS
model for walking and running. Each of the two motion
types were each modeled as multi–state3 HMM and SLDS
models and then combined into a single complex jog-walk
model. In addition, each SLDS motion model was assumed
to be of either the first or the second order. Hence, a total
of three models (HMM, first order SLDS, and second order
SLDS) were considered for each switching state order.
HMM models were initially assumed to be fully connected. Their parameters were then learned using the
standard EM learning, initialized by k-means clustering
(see [17] for details.) HMM models were in turn used
to initial switching state segmentations for more complex
SLDS models. For SLDS models, the measurement matrix in all cases was assumed to be identity, ñ . The
SLDS parameters of the model ( GF¡GQªI &  1 I2 & ) were

5 Experimental Results
There are two important empirical questions that should
be addressed for the class of SLDS models:




Which approximation inference scheme in SLDS results in the best learning performance?
How does the performance of learned SLDS models
compare to that of HMM models on tasks such as
classification, tracking, and synthesis?

In this section we report some early progress in addressing
these questions.

3 We

6

explored models with one, two, and four states.

then reestimated using the EM-learning framework. The
E-step (inference) in SLDS learning was accomplished using the three approximated methods outlined in Section 3:
Viterbi, GPB2, and variational inference.
Results of SLDS learning using either of the three approximate inference methods did not produce significantly
different models. This can be explained by the fact that
initial segmentations using the HMM and the initial SLDS
parameters were all very close to a locally optimal solution and all three inference schemes indeed converged to
the same or similar posteriors. Therefore, only the models
learned using the Viterbi inference scheme were employed
in the analyses of the next two sections.

5.2

is more often similar to Viterbi. In terms of computational complexity, Viterbi does seem to be the clear winner
among the SLDS schemes.

6 Conclusions
We have explored the impact of learned SLDS models
on analysis of figure motion. We have compared the SLDS
models using three different inference schemes (Viterbi,
GPB2, and variational) to the more common HMM models. One of the considered inference scheme, approximate
variational approximation, is novel in the SLDS domain.
Our comprehensive classification experiments have
demonstrated promising results in the use of SLDS models for modeling of the human figure motion. We demonstrated accurate discrimination between walking and jogging motions. We showed that SLDS models provide more
robust classification performance than the more commonly
used HMM models. The fact that these models can be
learned from data may be an important advantage in figure
tracking, where accurate physics-based dynamical models
may be prohibitively complex.
We are currently conducting additional experiments that
will shed more light on the predictive qualities of SLDS
models. This evaluation is crucial step in studying the use
of learned models in applications such as figure tracking.
We also plan to build SLDS models for wide variety of
motions and performers and evaluate their performance.

Classification

We considered classification of unknown motion sequences as the first step in testing the impact of different dynamic models. Unknown motion sequences were
considered to be the ones of complex motion, i.e., motion
consisting of alternations of “jog” and “walk.”4 Identification of different motion “regimes” was conducted using
the HMM inference under the learned HMM model and the
approximate Viterbi, GPB2, and variational inference under the SLDS model. Estimates of “best” switching states
   indicated which of the two models can be considered
to be driving the corresponding motion segment.
Figures Figure 4 through Figure 7 show classification
results for a complex motion sequence of jog and walk
motion using different order HMM and SLDS models and
different SLDS inference schemes. For instance, Figure 4
depicts true switching state sequence (sequence of jogwalk motions) in the top graph, followed by HMM, Viterbi,
GPB2, and variational state estimates using one switching
state per motion type models, first order SLDS model. Figure 7 shows the same set of estimates this time using four
switching state models, second order SLDS model.
The accuracy of classification increases as the order of
the switching states and the SLDS model order increase.
More interesting, however, is that the HMM model consistently yields lower segmentation accuracy then the SLDS
model using any inference scheme. This is of course to
be expected because the HMM model does not impose
continuity across time in the plant state space ( ), which
does indeed exist in a natural figure motion (joint angles
evolve continuously in time.) Analysis of different SLDS
inference schemes indicates that Viterbi and variational
schemes do seem to yield appealing classifications. However, GPB2 does not considerably lack behind the mentioned schemes and sometimes even outperforms the first
two. Moreover, GPB2 clearly provides “soft” state estimates, while the Viterbi scheme does not. Variational
inference tends to produce somewhat soft decisions, but
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Figure 5: Classification using four switching state models,
first order SLDS.
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Figure 4: Classification using one switching state models,
second order SLDS.

Figure 6: Classification using two switching state models,
second order SLDS.
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Figure 7: Classification using four switching state models,
second order SLDS.
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